ABSTRACT Identifying influential nodes in complex networks is of great significance. During recent decades, numerous methods regarding influential nodes identification or important nodes ranking have been developed. However, most of the existing methods either have low ranking accuracy or cannot be extended to large-scale networks. To address these issues, we propose a novel greedy algorithm named backward generating networks (BGNs) to identify influential nodes more accurately and more efficiently. BGN seeks to get the order of importance of nodes by minimizing the unique robustness value, which is an effective and brand-new metric to evaluate the importance of each node locally or the entire ranking results globally. The unique robustness measurement is rooted in the well-known percolation theory that with a certain fraction of nodes in a network being removed, the network collapses as much as possible. That is, the giant connected component in the collapsed network gets as small as possible. Therefore, BGN aims at finding a node sequence such that the giant connected component reduces in the steepest way. To this end, instead of deleting nodes from the network forwardly, BGN chooses to reconstruct the network by gradually adding nodes to an empty network according to the requirement that the giant connected component grows as slow as possible. We further propose heap-BGN to speed up BGN, and initial-BGN to make BGN produce more accurate results by proper initial rankings. Extensive experiments on four real-world networks and four synthetic networks demonstrate that BGN can outperform the state-of-the-art baseline algorithms, in terms of both ranking accuracy and computational efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
The prosperity of network science invokes a new wave of research on identifying influential nodes in complex networks. In fact, many complex interacting systems can be naturally characterized by complex networks, such as ecological networks, social networks, biological neural networks, protein interaction networks, and power networks [1] - [3] . Typically, the components of these systems are represented by the nodes of complex networks and the interactions between the components are described by the edges that connect nodes together. Identifying influential nodes in these networks is of great significance to many practical applications. For instance, finding the essential proteins from biological regulatory networks can help us in understanding the basic requirements to sustain a life form, finding the most important nodes that spread rumors or diseases from social networks allows us to better control the outbreak of panics or epidemics, and finding important enterprises from enterprise investment relationship networks can help us detect financial risks [4] - [9] , to name just a few. Due to the great research meaning and broad application prospects of identifying influential nodes, it has attracted much attention in recent years [10] - [27] .
By now, a great variety of methods for identifying influential nodes have been proposed, such as K-shell [5] , IRIE [28] , PageRank [29] , ClusterRank [30] , Closeness centrality [31] , and Betweenness centrality [32] . K-shell method takes into account the core-peripheral locations of nodes in networks to evaluate the importance of nodes. As a straightforward index for evaluating nodes' importance, K-shell can be applied to large-scale networks easily for its low computational complexity. However, it cannot distinguish the importance of nodes locating in the same shell layer. IRIE algorithm efficiently estimates the marginal influence spread of each node through an iterative method and selects the node with maximum marginal influence spread as the next influential node in each iteration. However, it cannot give rise to guaranteed accuracy and its performance is unstable on different networks. PageRank evaluates the importance of nodes by taking into account both the number and the importance of the neighbor nodes. It is stable in scale-free networks, but it is sensitive to disturbances of random networks. ClusterRank is proposed by considering both the number of immediate neighbor nodes and the clustering coefficient of a node. It takes the local information of a network into consideration, thus it lacks performance guarantee. Closeness centrality and Betweenness centrality are two typical path-based centralities which consider the global information of networks to rank nodes accurately. However their high computational complexity limits their application on many large-scale networks. All in all, these existing methods either have low ranking accuracy or cannot be extended to large-scale networks.
Although there are so many influential nodes ranking methods, it is extremely difficult to get an objective evaluation of the importance of all nodes. There are usually two methods to evaluate the influential nodes ranking results: the SIR model [8] and the Kendalls correlation coefficient τ [33] . The SIR model selects the top-k nodes of the ranking result as the seed nodes. If the selected seed nodes of a method make the network flow spread faster and wider, then this method is considered to be better than other methods. The Kendalls correlation coefficient τ is used to measure the correlation between two ranking results. Positive coefficient indicates that the two rankings are positively correlated, while negative coefficient means that the two rankings are negatively correlated. If the two rankings are exactly the same, then the coefficient is 1. If the two rankings are completely opposite, then the coefficient will be -1. By calculating the Kendalls correlation coefficient between the objective order and the ranking results of different methods, the effectiveness of a method is then assessed as follows: the greater the Kendalls τ is, the more accurate the method is. The SIR model focuses on the effects of spreading influence, it considers only the most important k nodes, ignoring all other nodes. From this point of view, if the top-k ranked nodes of two different methods are the same, then SIR is unable to determine which one is better. For the Kendalls τ , the biggest drawback is that we must get the result of the objective ranking beforehand. In most cases, it is difficult to achieve this goal. Recently, a brand-new measurement, the unique robustness value, has been proposed to evaluate the ranking results [34] , [35] . The robustness value (denoted by R) is rooted in the well-known percolation theory and it focuses on the network connectivity. It removes nodes in sequence according to the ranking result and calculates the size of the giant connected component after each removal. In the star networks, R = 
Smaller robustness value indicates better ranking results. Compared to the traditional evaluation methods, the robustness value considers the importance of all nodes in a network and there is no need to get the objective ranking. In this regard, the robustness measurement can better evaluate the performance of different influential nodes ranking algorithms.
Based on the above discussions, in this paper, we propose a novel algorithm, called Backward Generating Networks (BGN), to identify influential nodes in complex networks more efficiently and more accurately. The algorithm is motivated by the robustness measurement. BGN regards minimizing the robustness value as the objective function, and aims to get the sequence of nodes that can produce the minimum R. However, it is NP-hard to get the optimal solution (i.e., the minimum R) for nodes ranking [36] . To address this challenge, instead of deleting nodes from a given network forwardly, BGN chooses to reconstruct the network by gradually adding nodes to an empty network according to the requirement that the giant connected component grows as slow as possible. BGN is a greedy algorithm which can get approximate optimal solution. The greedy thought enables BGN to get high-quality ranking results. Then we further optimize the BGN algorithm from two aspects. To make BGN be more efficient, we put forward the Heap-BGN, which can greatly reduce the time complexity of BGN. Consequently, Heap-BGN is able to be applied to large-scale complex networks. To get better ranking results, we propose Initial-BGN to further optimize BGN by a ''good'' initial ranking. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments on four real-world networks and four synthetic networks. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed BGN method.
Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
• A novel ranking perspective: Most traditional methods such as PageRank compute the importance value of each node to get the final ranking results. Whereas, we get the sequence of nodes by minimizing the brand-new robustness value R. The proposed BGN algorithm selects the next node based on the current state. It does not involve calculations of importance values.
• High accuracy: Through comparing BGN with several representatives of influential nodes ranking algorithms, BGN is shown to be more effective.
• High efficiency: We analyze the time complexity of the proposed BGN algorithm. It indicates that BGN is efficient at solving the influential nodes ranking problem. Therefore, BGN can be applied to large-scale networks. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the research status, including the ranking methods and the criteria for evaluating the ranking methods. Section III introduces the preliminaries of this work. Section IV describes the main idea of BGN and two optimization strategies to make BGN more effective and more efficient. The experiments and the results are reported in Section V. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI. 59950 VOLUME 6, 2018
II. RELATED WORK
Up to now, a plethora of methods have been proposed to identify influential nodes in complex networks. Due to the wide meanings of the word ''importance'' from different aspects, performance evaluation is needed to measure the quality of different ranking algorithms. In this section, we will first review the existing influential nodes ranking methods and then review the performance evaluation methods. We categorize the ranking methods into three classes: neighborhood-based methods, path-based methods, and iteration-based methods.
A. NEIGHBORHOOD-BASED METHODS
The influence of a node is highly correlated to its capacity of impacting the behaviors of its surrounding neighbor nodes. Therefore, a straightforward and efficient approach to capture the importance of a node is to directly count the number of its immediate neighbor nodes, resulting in the degree centrality [37] . It is well known that the local inter-connectedness plays a negative role in the information spreading process [38] . Thus, ClusterRank has been proposed by considering both the number of immediate neighbor nodes and the clustering coefficient of a node [30] . In general, with the same number of neighbor nodes, the larger the clustering coefficient of a node is, the smaller its influence is. Kitsak et al. [5] argued that the location of a node (whether in the central place) is more important than its degree, and they proposed coreness as a better indicator for a node's spreading influence, which can be obtained by using the K-shell (also called K-core) decomposition algorithm. Li et al. [39] further proposed an activity-ranking-based strategy. The importance of a node is estimated by a hybrid metric AR, which contains two parts: the centrality metric and the activity level of a node [39] .
B. PATH-BASED METHODS
From the viewpoint of information dissemination, the node with the potential to spread information faster and vaster is more vital, which should be largely affected by the paths of propagation [40] . Closeness centrality of a node is a measure of centrality in a network [31] , calculated as the sum of the length of the shortest paths between this node and all other nodes in the network [40] . The closeness centrality of a node reflects how efficiently it exchanges information with other nodes. Thus the more central a node is, the closer it is to all other nodes. Betweenness centrality is another classic path-based method [32] . The betweenness centrality of a node is defined as the ratio of the shortest paths which pass through the target node among all the shortest paths in the network. Generally speaking, the node with the smallest closeness centrality has the best vision of the information flow, while the node with the largest betweenness centrality has the strongest control over the information flow [31] .
C. ITERATION-BASED METHODS
The influence of a node is also determined by the influence of its neighbor nodes, known as the mutual enhancement effect [41] . PageRank [29] and Influence Rank Influence Estimation (IRIE) [28] are two typical iterative methods. PageRank was originally used to rank web pages and was the core algorithm of Google search engine. PageRank supposes that the importance of a web page is determined by both the quantity and the quality of the pages linked to it. Initially, each node (i.e., web page) gets one unit PR value. Then every node evenly distributes the PR value to its neighbor nodes along its outgoing links. This process repeats until the PR value of each node converges. IRIE is an efficient heuristic algorithm that estimates the marginal influence of every node accurately. The novelty of this algorithm lies in that the influential nodes ranking problem is transformed into a system of linear equations whose solution can be computed fastly by an iterative method.
D. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METHODS
Although many important nodes ranking methods have been proposed, it is difficult to evaluate the quality of a ranking algorithm objectively. There are three popular methods to evaluate the influential nodes ranking results: the SIR model [8] , the Kendalls correlation coefficient [33] and the robustness value [34] .
The Susceptible Infected Recovered (SIR) model is a propagation dynamics based model, which has been widely used to evaluate the performance of influential nodes ranking algorithms [8] . There are three components in such a system: (I) Susceptible denotes the susceptible individuals who are not yet infected; (II) Infected represents the infected individuals, who may spread the disease to the susceptible individuals; (III) Recovered stands for the recovered individuals, who can never be infected again. All nodes except the infected nodes (i.e., the initial seed nodes) are susceptible initially. At each time step, each infected node will infect each of its neighbors with a probability β. Then, each infected node enters the recovered state with a probability µ. The spreading process ends when there is no longer any infected node. Then the spreading influence of the initial seed nodes is defined as the number of recovered nodes. Usually, the top-k ranked nodes of the ranking result are selected as the seed nodes, and if the result of a ranking method makes the network flow spread faster and wider, this method is considered to be better.
The Kendalls correlation coefficient is usually used to measure the correlation between two ranking results [16] . Assume that there are two node sequences associated with the same number of nodes n, i.e., X = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) and Y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ). Any pair of two-tuples (x i , y i ) and (x j , y j ) (i = j) is said to be concordant if the ranks for both elements agree, that is, if both x i > x j and y i > y j or if both x i < x j and y i < y j . They are said to be discordant if x i > x j and y i < y j or if x i < x j and y i > y j . If x i = x j or y i = y j , the pair is neither concordant nor discordant. The Kendalls correlation coefficient is defined as
where n c and n d represent the number of concordant and discordant pairs respectively. We can calculate the correlation coefficient of the ranking result with the target ranking. Higher τ indicates better performance. The robustness value is a brand-new measurement to quantify the performance of ranking methods [34] . It focuses on the changes in network structure and functionality. Each method gives a ranking list of nodes according to their importance scores. Then we remove nodes according to the ranking result and calculate the size of the giant connected component after each removal. Such procedure is done iteratively until the network is empty. A good ranking algorithm is considered to make the network collapse faster, that is, the size of the giant connected component of the remaining network can be reduced rapidly [34] . In our work, the proposed BGN algorithm seeks to optimize the robustness value directly, without the calculation of the importance value of each node. A more detailed definition of the robustness value is given in Section III.
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this part, we first introduce some basic concepts and definitions with respect to complex networks. Then, we briefly describe a simple greedy algorithm that deletes nodes from the original network forwardly to generate a node sequence such that the unique robustness value approximates to its optima.
A. BASIC CONCEPTS
Let G = (V , E) denote a given complex network, where V is the set of nodes, and E is the set of edges. The number of nodes and edges in G is denoted by n = |V | and m = |E|, respectively. Each e = (u, v) ⊆ E indicates that there exists an edge between the nodes u and v. Let nb(u) = {v|(u, v) ∈ E} be the set of immediate neighbor nodes of node u. In this paper, we focus only on undirected and unweighted simple networks. That is, there is no direction over the edge e between node u and node v, and the weight of edge e is not considered as well.
One important concept about networks is the clique, which is defined as follows. [42] . Based on the definition of connected component, we then define the giant connected component as below.
Definition 1 (Clique): The clique is defined as the connected component. A connected component of an undirected network is a sub-network in which any two nodes are connected to each other by paths, and which is connected to no additional nodes in the sub-network

Definition 2 (Giant connected component): The giant connected component is defined as the largest connected component in a network [43]. A node with no incident edges is itself a connected component. A network that is itself connected has exactly one connected component, consisting of the whole network.
For example, the network shown in Fig. 1 has three connected components {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, {7, 8}, {9}, and the size of the giant connected component is 7. 
Definition 3 (Robustness value):
Robustness is a measure to quantify the performance of the ranking methods [34] . It is defined as the area under the curve of σ − p, as shown in Fig. 2 . Let R denote the robustness value, then we have:
where n is the number of nodes in the original network, σ (i/n) is the size of the giant connected component after removing p = i/n fraction of nodes from the network. σ decreases with the increasing number of removed nodes. Assume that node v is ranked in the i-th position according to a ranking result. For the sake of description, we use σ [v] to indicate the size of the giant connected component after removing node v from the network. In this way, we have
A good ranking algorithm is considered to make the network collapse faster, that is, the size of the giant connected component of the remaining network can be reduced rapidly. Clearly, a better ranking algorithm gets smaller robustness value.
B. FORWARD SHRINKING NETWORKS ALGORITHM
Since smaller R indicates the better algorithm, we propose the Forward Shrinking Networks algorithm (FSN). We regard R as the objective function, and aim to get the sequence of nodes by minimizing R. Based on the greedy thought, in each iteration the selected node to be removed from the network should make the size of the giant connected component become as small as possible.
Algorithm 1 describes the specific implementation process of FSN. We use set S to store the sequence of removed nodes.
for each node v ∈ V do 4: σ [v] = the size of the giant connected component; 5: end for 6: Select node minv which has the smallest σ ; 7: Add node minv to S; 8: Remove node minv from V ; 9: end while 10: return S;
At the beginning, S is set to be empty (line 1). As the structure of the network will be changed after each removal, we need to continuously calculate the size of the giant connected component (lines [3] [4] [5] . It is straightforward to compute the connected components of a network in linear time (in terms of the numbers of the nodes and edges of the network) using either the breadth-first search (BFS) strategy [44] or the depth-first search (DFS) strategy [44] . Finally, we select the node with the smallest σ (line 6), add it to S (line 7) and remove it from V (line 8). As more and more nodes are removed, the candidate node set V keeps getting smaller until it is empty.
The time complexity analysis of FSN is as follows. FSN needs to select n nodes, each selection will traverse the candidate node set V and compute the giant connected component σ [v] . If we use BFS or DFS to compute the connected components, the time complexity is O(|V | + |E|). On average, the size of the candidate node set V is n/2. So the total time complexity of FSN algorithm is O(n|V |(|V | + |E|)) = O(n 2 (n + m)).
IV. BACKWARD GENERATING NETWORKS ALGORITHM
In this section, we describe the main idea of BGN and present the algorithm in detail. Then we further propose Heap-BGN to speed up BGN, and Initial-BGN to make BGN produce more accurate results by proper initial rankings. Figure 3 shows the proposed BGN framework, it includes optimizations using heap and initialization ranking.
A. BGN
FSN is very slow in practice and not scalable with the network size, so we propose BGN to improve FSN. The core idea of BGN is that: instead of removing nodes from the network forwardly, we gradually add nodes to an empty network to generate the original network backwardly. Similarly, BGN is based on the greedy thought, and we hope that each node added will make the size of the giant connected component grow as slow as possible. To achieve this goal, we define σ in a different way. In FSN, σ (i/n) is the size of the giant connected component after removing p = i/n fraction of nodes. σ [v] is the size of the giant connected component after removing node v from the network. However, in BGN, σ (i/n) is the size of the giant connected component after adding p = i/n fraction of nodes to the network. σ [v] is the size of the giant connected component after adding node v to the network. In this way, BGN will select the least important node first. So by reversing the sequence of added nodes, the final ranking result is obtained.
The advantage of BGN is that: in the process of adding nodes, we maintain the clique which the nodes belong to, thus, we can quickly compute the size of the giant connected component. In FSN, the time complexity of computing the giant connected component is O(|V | + |E|). In BGN, its time complexity is only O(d ave ), where d ave is the average degree of nodes in a network (This proof will be given in the last paragraph of Section IV part A).
Algorithm 2 describes the specific implementation process of BGN. BGN consists of two main parts, the first part is the Updateσ (v) function which is used to calculate the size of the giant connected component, and the second part is the Choosev(v) function which is used to maintain the clique. At the beginning, we define the related variables and do the initialization (lines 1-8) . newCliq is defined as the clique index. We initialize it to 1, which means clique index starts at 1. Once a new clique appears, it will add 1. lastσ is defined as the size of the giant connected component before adding the node v. for each node v ∈ V do 11:
end for 13: Select node minv which has the smallest σ ; 14: Choosev(minv); 15: lastσ = σ [minv]; 16: Add node minv to S; 17: Remove node minv from V ; 18: end while 19 After adding the node, the σ value of the remaining nodes in V will be affected. So BGN invokes Algorithm 4 Choosev(v) to maintain the clique (line 14). As more and more nodes are added, the candidate node set V keeps getting smaller until it is empty (line 9). We reverse the sequence of added nodes to get the final ranking result (line 19). for each clique index i ∈ ci do 15: for each node u ∈ Cliq[i] do 16: NodeCliq[u] = minci; \\ merge cliques 17: Add node u to Cliq[minci]; 18: end for 19: end for 20: end if is empty, so lastσ = 0. The added node is connected to its neighbors, in other words, the cliques of the neighbor nodes become connected after adding the node. We call this connected component as the merged clique. If the merged clique is larger than the giant connected component of the current network, the giant connected component value will be updated to the size of the merged clique (line 9). Otherwise, the giant connected component value remains unchanged. The update formula is defined as follows: ci = {clique indexes that neighbor nodes belong to},
where mCliq refers to the size of the merged clique, which is equal to one (one refers to the added node) (line 5) plus the sum of the size of the neighbors' cliques (line 7). Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) are equivalent. Algorithm 4 describes the process of maintaining the clique. If the added node is isolated, it is a new connected component in the network, so we assign a new clique to the node (lines 5-9): node v belongs to clique newCliq (line 6), we add node v to Cliq[newCliq] (line 7) and allocate the next new clique (lines [8] [9] ; If the added node is not isolated, the cliques that the neighbor nodes belong to will be connected. We visit the neighbors of the node (lines 2-3) and merge the cliques which the neighbor nodes belong to (lines [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . In order to unify the merger process, we stipulate that the cliques should be merged into the clique with the smallest index (lines 11-13). Fig. 4 is an example of merging the cliques. Before adding the node, the size of the giant connected component is 7, the added node has two neighbors and after merging the cliques, mCliq = 3 + 4 + 1 = 8, so the size of the giant connected component is updated to 8.
To better understand the BGN algorithm, we use Fig. 5 as an example to show the implementation process.
BGN initializes σ [v], v ∈ V to 1. It selects the node with the smallest σ value, it is node 0, so node 0 is added to the network and assigned to Cliq [1] (when more than one minimum exists, the node with smallest index will be chosen by default).
Update σ :
Node 4 is selected and assigned to Cliq [2] .
Node 6 is selected and assigned to Cliq [3] .
Update σ : 
B. HEAP-BGN
The time complexity of BGN is O(n 2 d ave ). It is still time-consuming for large-scale networks. So we propose the Heap-BGN algorithm to further reduce the time complexity. The core idea of Heap-BGN is as follows. Firstly, when a node is added, only the σ values of partial nodes need to be updated. As shown in Fig. 4 , only the value of the nodes in the red circle changes after adding the node. We call the nodes that need to be updated as the affected nodes. If the added node is isolated, obviously, its neighbor nodes are affected. If the added node is not isolated, the merged clique is treated as a larger node, the neighbors of the merged clique are affected. Secondly, we take advantage of the monotonicity of the σ function. When adding a node to the network, the size of the giant connected component will remain unchanged or increase. That is, the value of σ is not going to get smaller after the update. In the BGN algorithm, we need to update all the σ values of the candidate set, and then find the minimum. Actually, we can look for the minimum σ value of the nodes first, if the node is not updated, the σ value of the node should be updated. Otherwise, it is the node with the smallest σ value and has been updated. It can be selected as the added node directly.
Algorithm 5 describes the specific implementation process of Heap-BGN. Because of the need for frequent updates and minimum searches, we use the min-heap to realize the above two ideas. The min-heap is a complete binary tree, and the value of any node is less than its descendants [45] . The highest priority element is always stored at the root. Heap-BGN first builds the candidate node set with a min-heap (lines [12] [13] [14] . Then, it pops the node which has the smallest value of σ every time (line 16). It determines whether the node is updated and affected (line 17). If the node is affected and not updated, update it and push it into the heap (lines 21-24). Otherwise, we select the node as the added node. The same as BGN algorithm, after selecting the node, we assign a new clique or merge cliques for the added node (lines [17] [18] [19] [20] . Heap-BGN runs until the heap is empty.
Algorithm 5 Heap-BGN
For a better understanding, we take Fig. 4 as an example. At the beginning, Heap-BGN finds the node with the smallest σ value, it is node 0 and it has not been affected. So node 0 is selected and assigned to Cliq [1] , the neighbors {1, 2, 3} of Cliq [1] is marked as affected.
Still, we find the smallest, it is node 1, node 1 is affected, so we update it:
We find the smallest, it is node 2, node 2 is affected, so we update it: σ [2] = 2.
We find the smallest, it is node 3, node 3 is affected, so we update it:
We find the smallest, it is node 4, node 4 is not affected, so node 4 is selected and assigned to Cliq [2] , the neighbors {3, 5} of Cliq [2] is marked as affected.
We find the smallest, it is node 5, node 5 is affected, so we update it:
We find the smallest, it is node 6, node 6 is not affected, so node 6 is selected and assigned to Cliq [3] , the neighbor {5} of Cliq [3] is marked as affected.
We find the smallest, it is node 1, node 1 is affected and has been updated, so node 1 is selected and merged with Cliq [1] , Cliq [1] = {0, 1}, the neighbors {2, 3} of Cliq [1] is marked as affected.
We find the smallest, it is node 2, node 2 is affected, so we update it: σ [2] = 3.
We find the smallest, it is node 3, node 3 is affected, so we update it: σ [3] = 4.
We find the smallest, it is node 2, node 2 is affected and has been updated, so node 2 is selected and merged with Cliq [1] , Cliq [1] = {0, 1, 2}, the neighbor {3} of Cliq [1] is marked as affected.
We find the smallest, it is node 5, node 5 is affected and has been updated, so node 5 is selected and merged with Cliq [2] and Cliq [3] , Cliq [2] = {4, 5, 6}, the neighbor {3} of Cliq [2] is marked as affected.
We find the smallest, it is node 3, node 3 is affected and has been updated, so node 3 is selected and merged with Cliq [1] and Cliq [2] , Cliq [ log n) ).
C. INITIAL-BGN
As is known, a greedy algorithm is an algorithmic paradigm that follows the problem solving heuristic of making the locally optimal choice at each stage with the hope of finding a global optimum [46] . In this way, BGN is guaranteed to have approximate optimal solution instead of the global optimal solution. Therefore, in order to get better ranking results, we further propose an Initial-BGN algorithm by further optimizing the initialization process of the BGN algorithm.
In BGN, in each iteration we select the node which has the smallest value of σ (the earlier it is selected, the less important it is). When more than one minimum exist, the node with smallest index will be chosen by default. Envisaging such a situation, node 0 is actually very important in the network. However, when using the BGN algorithm, node 0 will be added first. Because each node has the same value of σ at the beginning. In other words, when there are multiple minima, it is more reasonable to prioritize the less important nodes. Therefore, we rank the candidate node set in the order of importance. The initialization operation can assist the greedy algorithm to get better results. Certainly, we can use the arbitrary node ranking algorithm mentioned in Section II. We define the BGN algorithm with initialization as x-BGN, x represents the initialization method used.
Again, we take Fig. 5 as an example by applying D1-BGN algorithm (Nodes are initially ranked in ascending order of degree). The ascending order of degrees is [1, 2, 6, 4, 0, 3, 5] .
We select node 1 to add to the network, assign it to Cliq [1] .
Node 2 is selected and assigned to Cliq [2] .
Node 4 is selected and assigned to Cliq [4] .
Node 6 is selected and merged with Cliq [4] , Cliq [4] = {3, 4}.
Node 5 is selected and merged with Cliq [3] and Cliq [4] , Cliq [3] = {3, 4, 5, 6}.
Update σ : σ [0] = 7. Node 0 is selected and merged with Cliq [1] , Cliq [2] and Cliq [3] , Cliq [ Initial-BGN algorithm is also easy to implement. In Heap-BGN algorithm, we construct the heap with a tuple consisting of the σ value and the node id. Therefore, we add importance (initial order) to the tuple. And the rest is the same as Algorithm 5, so there is no more tautology here.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate BGN on four real-world networks and four synthetic networks by comparing BGN with the state-of-the-art influential nodes ranking algorithms. All methods are implemented in Python 2.7 and all experiments are conducted on a PC with four 3.5GHz Intel Core i5 CPUs and 12GB main memory running Windows 10 (64-bit). Data sets and source code can be downloaded from the GitHub. 1 
A. DATASET
We choose four representative real-world networks from distinct fields, including one communication network (Email), two social networks (Brightkite and Douban), and one collaboration network (Citeseer). These four real-world networks are downloaded from Network Repository. 2 In brief, Email is an Email communication network. Nodes are users and edges indicate that at least one email has been sent. In the Brightkite and Douban, an edge between two users u and v represents that user u follows user v. Citeseer is a citation network extracted from the CiteSeer digital library. Nodes are publications and the edges denote citations. We also prepare some synthetic networks with specific topologies. We use the NetworkX toolkit 3 to generate the Watts-Strogatz small-world network (WS network) [1] and the community-based network (CB network) [47] . Besides, we collected Barabasi-Albert network (BA network) [2] and random network, which are available from DataCastle. 4 WS: network with small-world properties, including short average path lengths and high clustering. CB: network that is composed of different communities. BA: scale-free network that has power-law degree distributions. Random: network is constructed by connecting nodes randomly. We choose these eight networks based on the consideration that these networks possess various kinds of relationships and different sizes ranging from hundreds of thousands nodes to millions of nodes. The statistics of the eight networks are presented in Table 1 , where density = 
B. BGN VS. HEAP-BGN
In order to optimize the time complexity of BGN, we propose the Heap-BGN algorithm, we first compare the running time of these two algorithms. We run the BGN only for the four real-world dataset, since BGN runs too long on Synthetic networks. The results are shown in Table 2 . As can be seen, Heap-BGN is more than 50 times faster than BGN. Note that the running time of BGN and Heap-BGN are somewhat unstable as the dataset size increases. Although the number of nodes and edges of Douban is smaller than that of Citeseer, the running time for Douban is much longer than for Citeseer. Similarly, the comparison of WS network and CB network shows the same phenomenon. One possible explanation is that the running time of BGN and Heap-BGN is sensitive to structural properties of the network. The results match the analysis of time complexity in Section IV. The running time is related to the network size, the average degree, and the size and number of cliques in the process of merging. In general, Heap-BGN is very efficient. It can be finished within 1-2 hours for networks with more than one million nodes.
C. BGN VS. INITIAL-BGN
In order to get better ranking results, we further propose Initial-BGN to optimize BGN. We wonder what effect the initialization ranking will have on the results. So we set up 8 different Initial-BGN algorithms as follows (Notice that Heap-BGN is faster, so the following BGN in this article actually refers to Heap-BGN; x-BGN actually refers to x-HeapBGN.) D1-BGN: Nodes are initially ranked in ascending order of degree.
D2-BGN: Nodes are initially ranked in descending order of degree.
P1-BGN: Nodes are initially ranked in ascending order of the PageRank scores [29] , with the default value being 0.15 for the damping factor parameter.
P2-BGN: Nodes are initially ranked in descending order of the PageRank scores [29] , with the default value being 0.15 for the damping factor parameter.
Ks1-BGN: Nodes are initially ranked in ascending order of K-shell number [5] .
Ks2-BGN: Nodes are initially ranked in descending order of K-shell number [5] .
AR1-BGN: Nodes are initially ranked in ascending order of AR value [39] , the centrality metric is set to degree centrality.
AR2-BGN: Nodes are initially ranked in descending order of AR value [39] , the centrality metric is set to degree centrality BGN with a ''good'' initial ranking such as D1-BGN, P1-BGN significantly outperforms those with a ''bad'' initial ranking such as D2-BGN, P2-BGN, as shown in Table 3 and  Table 4 . A good initial ranking prefers nodes with low importance; A bad initial ranking prefers nodes with high importance. Good initialization can not only benefit the ranking results, but also the running speed. The results also indicate that different networks have different sensitivity to initialization. On BA network, the running time of D2-BGN is 4 times longer than the running time of BGN. And it got a bad R. On Random network and CB network, the impact of initialization is slight. Ks2-BGN is even better than BGN on CB network and AR2-BGN is even better than BGN on random network.
D. BGN VS. STATE-OF-THE-ART
As can be seen in Table 3 , for initial BGN, x1-BGN performs better than x2-BGN. For D1-BGN, P1-BGN, Ks1-BGN and AR1-BGN, it's hard to tell which performs best. So we choose D1-BGN and compare it with several representative influential nodes ranking algorithms, namely K-shell (Ks) [5] , Influence Ranking and Influence Estimation (IRIE) [28] , PageRank (PR) [29] , ClusterRank (CR) [30] , ActivityRank (AR) [39] , Closeness centrality (CC) [40] , and Betweenness centrality (BC) [32] . For the methods IRIE and CR, we tune the parameters following the guidance of Jung et al. [28] and Chen et al. [30] . For the method AR, we set the centrality parameter to degree centrality.
Evaluation metrics include the robustness value and running time. We run CC only for Email, Brightkite, Douban, Citeseer, and BC only for Email, Brightkite, since they run too long for other networks.
Figs. 6-8 show the results on different networks. Fig. 6 gives the results of robustness measurement R, whose value is equal to the area under the curve in Fig. 7, and Fig. 8 gives the results of the running time. For the R value, the smaller R is, the better the algorithm is. D1-BGN significantly outperforms the seven baseline methods on all the networks, except for performing the second best on Douban. Although IRIE achieves the best performance on Douban, D1-BGN still provides a comparatively good performance, the R value of IRIE is only 3% higher than the R value of D1-BGN. Taking Random network as an example, we can see that this network is very sparse and large. D1-BGN achieves R value 0.00341, which is 1/40 of the other methods. Because BGN is a greedy algorithm based on robustness, it is more targeted, and there is no doubt that it can achieve better results. We also find that K-shell achieves R value 0.49999 on WS network. Because all nodes have the same K-core number. Some methods may be not adaptive to some types of networks. But BGN did perform well on synthetic networks with specific topologies.
For the running time, AR always runs the fastest, K-shell always runs the second fastest and BC always runs the slowest. Since the parameter is set to degree centrality, the time complexity of AR is O(n) [39] . the time complexity of K-shell is O(n + m) [5] . And the time complexity of BC is O(n 3 ) [32] . D1-BGN always runs more than one or two orders of magnitude faster than CC and BC. But it is about ten times slower than the other algorithms. For small networks, like Email, the D1-BGN algorithm runs even faster than PageRank. For large scale networks, like Random network, D1-BGN runs less than an hour. In a word, the time complexity of D1-BGN is acceptable. And as a greedy algorithm, it is extremely efficient.
E. SIR MODEL
Although our approach is based on robustness, we want to know its performance on other evaluation indicators. We apply SIR model to estimate the spreading ability of ranking results generated by different methods. In the experiments, we set the infectious rate β = 0.1, the recovery rate µ = 1. In order to investigate the performance of different ranking methods, we initially set top-k (where k = 1% * n) ranked nodes to be infected as seed nodes and then the number of infected nodes increases according to the SIR model described in Section II. We define F(t) as the number of accumulative infected nodes at time t. F(t) increases as the time step t increases, and eventually arrives at a steady value after several time points. Greater F(t) means better performance of ranking methods. The results are shown in Fig. 9 . As can be seen, D1-BGN outperforms the seven baseline methods on all the networks, except for performing the second best on Citeseer and WS and the third best on BA. On Citeseer, WS and BA networks, PageRank have the best propagation effect. We also find that the convergence curve of the best method is almost identical to the convergence curve of the second best method on Citeseer, WS and BA networks. It shows that BGN achieves comparable performance to the best method. In summary, although BGN is based on robustness, it also performs excellent at SIR model.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate the influential nodes ranking problem from performance evaluation perspective. Specifically, we choose the brand-new robustness value as the evaluation metric. We propose a novel algorithm, namely Backward Generating Networks (BGN). BGN regards robustness as the objective function and aims to get the sequence of nodes by minimizing R. It reconstructs the network by gradually adding nodes to an empty network, which will make the size of the giant connected component as small as possible. BGN aims at robustness and can achieve high ranking accuracy. Moreover, we further propose Heap-BGN to speed up BGN, and Initial-BGN to make BGN produce more accurate results by proper initial rankings. Heap-BGN greatly accelerates the speed of the algorithm and enables it to be applied on large scale networks. While, Initial-BGN optimizes BGN from the perspective of initialization.
The initialization operation can assist the greedy algorithm to get better results. Extensive experiments on four real-world networks and four synthetic networks demonstrate that BGN can outperform the state-of-the-art baseline algorithms, in terms of both ranking accuracy and computational efficiency. 
